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Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of linear maximal Cohen- 
Macaulay modules over strict complete intersections. Given a maximal Cohen- 
Macaulay module (an MCM-module) A4 over a local Cohen-Macaulay ring 
(R, m, k) (i.e., an R-module M with depth M = dim R), then p(M) % e(M). 
Here p(M) denotes the minimal number of generators and e(M) the multiplicity 
of M. M is called a linear’ MCM-module if M is generated by the maximal 
possible number of generators, that is, if 
P(M) = e(M). 
Ulrich asks in [ll] whether every local Cohen-Macaulay ring, admits a linear 
*The authors were partially supported by the German D.G.F., by N.S.F., and by the Swedish 
N.F.R., respectively. 
’ The labels maximally generated, top-heavy, and Ulrich also have occurred. 
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MCM-module. An affirmative answer is given for certain classes of rings; see 
[l-3]. We will discuss the known results in some detail below. 
First we try to answer the question, why it is of interest to study linear 
MCM-modules. Besides the general problem of determining all pairs of integers 
(m, n) for which there exists an MCM-module over R with p(M) = m and 
e(M) = II, there are the following motivations for us to study linear MCM- 
modules: 
(1) Recall that R is Gorenstein if and only if Ext’,(M, R) = 0 for i = 
1,. . .) dim R and all MCM-modules M. 
Ulrich has shown [ll, Theorem 3. l] that it is enough to test the Gorenstein 
property with just one linear MCM-module. His result is that R is Gorenstein if 
there exists a linear MCM-module M such that Extk(M, R) = 0 for i = 
1, . , dim R. 
(2) Denote by G(R) the K,, of the category of all finitely generated R-modules. 
If M is a module over R we denote its class in G(R) by [Ml. We set 
6(R) = G(R)IZ[R]. G(R) . IS called the Grothendieck group and 6(R) the 
reduced Grothendieck group of R. Notice that G(R)<Z[R] C3 6(R) if R is a 
domain, so that in this case 6(R) determines already G(R). 
In the cases where we could compute 6(R) it turned out that 6(R) was 
generated by the classes of linear MCM-modules. Here are a few examples: 
(a) If R is artinian, then 6(R) = L[k], and k is a linear MCM-module. 
Actually, then k is the only indecomposable linear MCM-module. 
(b) Suppose R = k[[X,, . . . , X,]]lZ is a reduced one-dimensional local ring. 
For simplicity we assume that k is algebraically closed. Let P,, . , P, be the 
minimal prime ideals of R, and let F be the integral closure of R, = RIP,. It 
follows from the proof of [S, Proposition 2.21, that the classes [F], i = 1, . . . , r, 
generate 6(R). The R-modules F are linear MCM-modules. In fact, since F is a 
discrete valuation ring, there exists y E R such that III% = y%. It follows that 
p(K) = length(Klyq) 2 e(R,). 
(c) Suppose R = k[[X,, . . , X,,]] /Z is of finite CM-representation type and of 
dimension ~2. All known rings of this type have minimal multiplicity; that is, they 
satisfy e(R) = edim R - dim R + 1. Here edim R denotes the embedding dimen- 
sion, and dim R the Krulldimension of R. 
One easily proves, using the methods of [3, Proposition 2.51, that all the high 
syzygy modules of an arbitrary finitely generated module over a local CM-ring of 
minimal multiplicity are linear MCM-modules. In G(R) the class [M] of a module 
M and the class [L”(M)] of its ith syzygy module differ only by a sign; and 
therefore the reduced Grothendieck group of the known rings of finite representa- 
tion type are generated by the classes of the linear MCM-modules. 
(3) Suppose (S, n) is a regular local ring and R = S/l is a residue class ring. Let 
M be a finitely generated R-module and let F. be its minimal free (finite) 
S-resolution. We define a filtration 9 on the complex F. by setting SjF, := It’-‘F, 
for all i and j, (F, 9) is then a filtered complex and we may pass to the associated 
graded complex gr,(F.), which is a homogeneous complex of free 
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g,,(S) = k[X,, . . , X,1-modules, where chain maps are described by matrices of 
linear forms. M is said to have a linear resolution if gr,-(F.) is acyclic. It is clear, 
that if M has linear resolution F., then gr,(F.) is a minimal homogeneous 
gr,(S)-resolution of gr,,(M). In particular, it follows for a module with linear 
resolution that depth M = depth gr,,,(M). 
In [3, Proposition 1.51, it is shown that an MCM-module M over S/Z is linear if 
and only if M has a linear S-resolution. (This property explains the name ‘linear’.) 
It follows from the above considerations that the associated graded module 
gr,,,(M) of a linear MCM-module M is again an MCM-module. For a general 
MCM-module the associated graded module need of course not be an MCM- 
module. Therefore the existence of linear MCM-modules would provide the 
following criterion: If a homogeneous ring A is the associated graded ring of a 
local Cohen-Macaulay ring, then A necessarily has a homogeneous finitely gener- 
ated MCM-module. 
(4) Finally, the existence of linear MCM-modules over homogeneous hyper- 
surface rings implies the curious fact that for every homogeneous polynomial fin 
a polynomial ring S = k[X,, . . . , X,] there is a suitable power f n’ which can be 
written as the determinant of a matrix with linear entries in S (cf. [2]). 
The existence of linear MCM-modules has been shown so far in the following 
cases: 
(i) dim R 5 1 [3, Proposition 2.11, 
(ii) R has minimal multiplicity [3, Proposition 2.51, 
(iii) R is a homogeneous two-dimensional CM-domain with infinite residue 
class field [3, Theorem 4.81, 
(iv) R = k[[X,, . . . , FJl~(f>~ where f is a polynomial [ 1, Theorem 11. 
In this paper we generalize the result (iv): 
Theorem. Suppose that R has a linear MCM-module. Let f E mR be such that the 
leading form f * of f in gr,,,(R) is a nonzerodivisor. Then Rl( f) has a linear 
MCM-module. 
As a consequence of this theorem one obtains immediately that any strict 
complete intersection has a linear MCM-module. (Recall that a local complete 
intersection is called a strict complete intersection, if its associated graded ring is a 
complete intersection.) 
The proof of the above theorem depends essentially on the observation that f 
has a matrix factorization as described in the next theorem. 
Theorem. Let I be an ideal of R and let d > 1 be an integer such that f E Id. Then 
there exists an integer m 2 1 and square matrices (Ye, . . . , CY~ of size m with 
coefficients in I such that 
(1) f. E, = (Y, . . . . . ad. 
(2) The ideal generated by all the entries of the a, (i = 1, . . . , d) equals I. 
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An equation of the form (1) is called a matrix factorization off (of size m with d 
factors). In the case where f E k[X,, . . , X,] is a homogeneous polynomial with 
coefficients in a field we also demand that all the entries of the o, be linear forms. 
Questions about the existence of matrix factorizations in this case were raised and 
studied by Dirac, Krendelev, Moringa, and Nono, because they are interesting for 
the theory of differential equations. 
In his paper [5], Childs inter alia proved the interesting result that the sum of 
two homogeneous forms of the same degree have a matrix factorization if each of 
the summands has a matrix factorization. In his proof he made an unnecessary 
hypothesis on the characteristic of the field. In 1982, L’vov proved the existence 
of matrix factorizations for homogeneous forms and announced the results in [9] 
without proof. A proof of this result can be found in [2]. 
As it turns out, it is not difficult to prove a quite general matrix factorization 
theorem using Childs’s result on sums of forms (Theorem 1.2). We do this in the 
first section, where we also develop, as far as necessary, the theory of generalized 
Clifford algebras, describe the relation between matrix factorizations and Clifford 
modules, and prove the existence of Clifford modules for a homogeneous form 
over an arbitrary field. (Thus most or all of the results in Section 1, at least those 
concerning matrix factorizations of homogeneous polynomials, already are 
known, but not so easily accessible in the literature.) For the convenience of the 
reader we have included a full proof of the general matrix factorization theorem. 
Matrix factorizations are applied in the next section to the theory of MCM- 
modules. The link between these two theories is given by a theorem of Eisenbud 
[6, Section 61: 
Let (R, m) be a regular local ring, and let f E nr’. Then the &morphism classes 
of MCM-modules without free summands over the hypersurface ring Rl( f) 
correspond bijectively to the equivalence classes of matrix factorizations ((Y, , a2) of 
f, where the entries of the o, are elements in m. 
We prove a counterpart to this theorem for matrix factorizations with d factors 
(Theorem 2.1) which allows us to prove our main result (Theorem 2.2) of this 
section: 
Theorem. Let (R, m) be a local CM-ring, and let N be an MCM-module over R. 
Given an ideal I C R, an integer d > 1, and f E Id, there exists an MCM-module 
M(I) over R/(f) f or which N @‘R M(Z) is again an MCM-module satisfying 
Finally, this result enables us to establish the existence of linear MCM-modules 
over strict complete intersections (Theorem 2.5). 
We add an appendix to this paper in which we discuss the question of which 
rings have only a finite number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear 
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MCM-modules. All zero-dimensional rings have this property, since for them k is 
the only indecomposable linear MCM-module. In dimension one the answer is 
more interesting: 
R has only a finite number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear 
MCM-modules if and only if the first quadratic transform of R is of finite 
CM-representation type. 
Using the classification of one-dimensional rings of finite CM-representation 
type by Greuel and Knorrer [7], we write down explicitly all the one-dimensional 
complete domains over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, which are 
of finite linear CM-representation type (Theorem 3.3). 
1. General matrix factorizations 
Let R be a commutative (unitary) ring and let f E R. 
Definition 1.1. A family cy = (CQ, . . . , ad), d > 1, of square matrices of size m 
with coefficients in R is called a matrix factorization off (with d factors and of size 
m) if 
f.E,=o ,..... od=02 . . . . . od.(yl=...=(yd, . . . . Lyd_I, 
(E, is the m x m unit matrix.) Two matrix factorizations (Y and ,!3 of f with d 
factors are called equivalent if there exist invertible matrices ‘y, such that pi = 
% ai Y ,-:I for i=l,. . . , d, and where yd+, = y,. 
As it is done in [4] by Buchweitz, Greuel and Schreyer for matrix factorizations 
with two factors, we define Z(ai) to be the ideal generated by the entries of (Y;, 
and define Z(a) = Cf=, Z(q). It is clear that Z((Y~) = I( pi) for i = 1, . . . , d, if (Y 
and p are equivalent. 
The main result of this section is the following general matrix factorization 
theorem, which generalizes results in [l, 4, 5, 91: 
Theorem 1.2. Let Z be a proper ideal of R, and let d > 1 be an integer. Zf f E Id, 
then there exists a matrix factorization (Y = (a,, . . , ad) of f such that Z(a) = 
Z((Y,) = Z for i = 1, . . , d. Furthermore, it is possible to choose (Y, = . . . = ad. 
The proof of the theorem proceeds as follows. We first construct a suitable 
matrix factorization y = (yr , . . . , yd) of the ‘generic’ form g = ~~=, nl=r Xij of 
degree d, and then obtain a matrix factorization (Y = ((or, . . . , ad) of f by 
specialization. The ‘generic’ matrix factorization y is constructed by means of a 
slightly more special factorization p of g, which is based on the analysis of an idea 
of Childs’s, namely to employ twisted tensor products in order to combine matrix 
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factorizations of terms in disjoint sets of variables to a matrix factorization of the 
sum (see [5, Corollary 71). 
In order to achieve a result independent of the ground ring, we make concrete 
constructions without reference to the Clifford algebra origins of the ideas. 
However, in order to prove that our /3 indeed is a factorization (the ‘hardest’ part 
of the whole proof), we revert to the concepts Clifford algebras, Clifford 
modules, and twisted tensor products of Clifford modules: 
Definition 1.3. Let k be a field. To any nonzero homogeneous form f E 
k[X,, . . . , X,,] of degree d e 2 we associate its universal Clifford algebra C(f): 
Let L = @y=, kX, be the vector space of l-forms, and V= L* the dual vector 
space with basis (e,, . . , e,) dual to (X,, . . . , X,). For all x = c:=, x,e, E V we 
set f(x) = f(x,, . . , x,), and define 
C(f) = T(V)II, 
where T(V) is the tensor algebra over V, and I is the two-sided ideal generated by 
the elements 
x@*.-@x-f(x), XEV. 
The group projection Z+Z/dZ (a H a = a + dZ) induces a natural ZldZ- 
graded structure on T(V): T(V) = @urL,dL 7’(V),, where T(V), := erra T(V),. 
Since the generating elements of I are homogeneous with respect to this grading, 
we can give C(f) the induced Z/ dZ-graded structure. 
A Clifford module (for f) is a ZldZ-graded C( f)-module M = @atE,dE M, for 
which dim, M <m. 
It is convenient to set Mj := MT for i E Z. With this notation we have M = 
6’:‘:(,’ Mi = @rJt’-’ M, for all t E Z. 
LetfEk[X,,..., X,] and g E k[ YI, . . , Y,] be polynomials of degree d. We 
will also assume that k contains a root 5 of the dth cyclotomic polynomial $I~. 
In [S] and [2] the ‘twisted’ tensor product C(f) 6 C(g) is defined as the graded 
tensor product of ZidZ-graded k-vector spaces, with multiplication given by 
(a @ b)(c @ d) = tcdeg b)(deg ‘)ac @ bd , 
where a, c E C(f) and b, d E C(g) are homogeneous elements. 
We define f +g:= f(X,, . . . ,X,)+g(X,+,, . . . ,X,+,), and set V:= 
(@;z, kX,)*. W := (@;=‘,“,, kX,)*. It follows that C( f + g) is generated over k 
by VBW, while C(f)GC(g) ’ g is enerated over k by (V@l)@(l@W). 
It is shown in [5, Theorem 21, [2, Theorem 3.11, and [l, (ii)], that 
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induces an epimorphism cp( f, g) : C( f + g) + C(f) 6 C(g). (If d = 2, then 
cp(f, g) is actually an isomorphism.) 
Now suppose that we are given a Clifford module M for f, and a Clifford 
module N for g. We then define the C(f) & C( g)-module M&N as the ZldZ- 
graded tensor product of the ZldL-graded vector spaces M and N, with the 
C(f) 6 C( g)-module structure given by (a @ b)(m @9 n) = tcdeg b)(deg “‘jam @J bn. 
Usually we consider M 6 N as a C( f + g)-module via cp( f, g) and denote it in 
the same way. Thus M 6 N is a Clifford module for f + g, and dim,M & N = 
(dim,M) . (dim, N). 
Theorem. (a) The natural inclusion V+ T(V) induces an injective map 
V-t C(f). In particular, C(f) # 0. 
(b) dim,C(f)<xGn=l or d=2. 0 
The relevance of Clifford modules for matrix factorizations is given by a slight 
variation of [2, Theorem 1.31: 
Theorem. Zf f(x) # 0 for some x E k”, then the equivalence classes of matrix 
factorizations (Y = (o, , . . . , ad) off, where the entries of the (Y; are linear forms, 
correspond bijectively to the isomorphism classes of Clifford modules M # 0 for f. 
Note that the condition above always is satisfied, if k is infinite. 
Remark 1.4. It is easy to describe this bijection: Let a Clifford module M # 0 be 
given. In the proof of [2, Theorem 1.31 it is shown that all homogeneous 
components of M have the same k-dimension, say m. Now let x E V, x = 
CY=, x,e,; then the multiplication by x induces k-linear maps aj(x) : M, + M,+, 
(j=l,..., d). For each j we choose a basis of M,. With respect to these bases 
the aj(x) can be expressed by m x m-matrices (+Jx))~,~=~, , m where each 
Q,,~[(x) is a linear form in xi, . . . , x,. Therefore LY, kl(~) = Cz,i aip$xP, with 
c~:.pk’( E k. We set aj k, = 
Thena=(a,,...,’ 
Cl=i a$XP and a,=(ajkl)k;=i m , , 1 . forjil,...,d. 
(Ye) is a matrix factorization off of size m with matrices whose 
entries are linear forms. 
Now we are ready to proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.2. We want to 
construct a ‘generic’ matrix factorization of g, i.e., a matrix factorization of g 
considered as an element in Z[X..]-= . but we have to start with a ~1 I I ,..., s,j=l,..., d> 
slightly more special factorization. Let 5 E @ be a primitive dth root of unity. 
Then we have the following: 
Lemma 1.5. The generic form g = C SC1 nf= 1 X, has a matrix factorization p = 
(PI>. . . , p,) of size d”-’ with entries in S : = Z[ E][X,,]i,j. More precisely, we have 
that 
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(1) the entries of p, are all of the form 0 or gkXii, and 
(2) r(P) = I(P/) = <<xij>i=l,. ,s, j=l, ,d) for ‘= ‘, ’ ’ ’ ) d’ 
Proof. We proceed by induction on S. For s = 1, we may choose PI = (X,,) for 
f=l,..., d. Now suppose that s 2 2 and that g” : = zsr: c :‘=I X, has a matrix 
factorization p” = (jr, . . . , bd) of size p : = dse2 satisfying (1) and (2). We claim 
that P =(P1,. . . , P,) is a matrix factorization of g, where 
t’PIX,V,E 
P 
0 ... 0 
a-2 <im2X,,E P 
P, = 
0 &3 . . . 
. . 
0 . . . ’ 0 
(Here p, := pi for j = i (mod d). Furthermore, t&, etc. are regarded as ‘blocks’ 
of size p, not as elements themselves.) 
Put k := Q( 6). By the correspondence in Remark 1.4, j corresponds to a 
Clifford module M over C( g”); and (X,, , . . . , X,,) correspondsA to a (trivial) 
Clifford module N over C(X,, . . . X,,). If bases for M, N, and A4 63 N are chosen 
appropriately, we find that p is the matrix factorization corresponding to M&N, 
and thus in particular is a matrix factorization of g” + X,, . . . X,Yd = g indeed. 
The assertions (1) and (2) now follow immediately from the induction 
hypothesis. 0 
Recall that the minimal polynomial of 5 over Z is the dth cyclotomic polynomial 
C:=, a$ E Z[x], where r = q(d) for the Euler p-function. 
Lemma 1.6. The form g (as above) has a matrix factorization y = ( yI, . . , yd) of 
size dSmlr with entries in S : = Z[X,],,,. More precisely, we have that 
(1) the entries of PI are all of the form qXjj (q E Z), and 
(2) I(Y) = I(?‘,) = ({X,>,=l, ,s, j=l, , d) for l= 1~ . 7 d. 
Proof. The matrix A which describes the Q-linear map Q(S) + Q( 5) given by the 
multiplication with .$ is 
Thus as rings, Z[.$]+Z[A], 5-A. 
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Construct the ‘yI from the /3, by replacing the entries of p, by r x r blocks (and 
thereby enlarging the size of p, by the factor r) according to the following rules: 
(i) If the entry is 0, we replace it by the r X r zero matrix. 
(ii) If the entry is [“Xi,, we replace it by AkX,,. 
It is now clear from the properties of /I that y satisfies the required conditions 
(1) and (2). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. There exist elements xi, E Z such that f = Cf=l nf=, xi,. 
We may assume that Z= ({x~~}~=~,, ,s,j=l,..., d ) because otherwise we may 
choose y E I\( {x,},,,) and extend the above sum by adding yy2. * . y, + (-y) . 
Y,-“Yd, with arbitrary y, E I. Consider indeterminates Xi, and let g = 
zf=, nf=, XLj. Construct the matrix factorization LY = ((Ye, . . . , ad) of f from a 
matrix factorization y = ( yi, . . . , yd) of g satisfying the conditions in Lemma 1.6, 
by replacing the indeterminates Xii by the elements xii E R. 
Finally, if LY is of size m, then clearlyf. Ed, = Dd and Z(D) = Z(a,) = I, where 
Thuswemaychooseanew(Ywitha,:=...:=a,:=D. •1 
We immediately retrieve the following: 
Corollary 1.7. Every homogeneous form f f 0 has a Clifford module M # 0. 0 
Indeed, since the entries of our matrices (Y,, . , ad only had integer coeffici- 
ents, we can use the correspondence in Remark 1.4 directly even in the case of a 
finite ground field (and thus we do not have to employ the field extension 
technique from [2]). 
Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 actually yield a very concrete recursive description of these 
Clifford modules. (If we analyse the proofs from the point of view of Clifford 
modules, we see that they correspond to taking the image under C($) of a tensor 
product of trivial Clifford modules over an extension of Z, where IJ is the 
specialization map, with +(g) = f.) 
2. Maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules and matrix factorizations 
Let (R, m, k) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring and let f E m be a non- 
zerodivisor. In this section we construct MCM-modules over R/(f) using matrix 
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factorizations of f. We extend Eisenbud’s theorem, quoted in the Introduction, 
according to which the equivalence classes of matrix factorizations (aI, a2) of f, 
where the (Y; are matrices with coefficients in III, correspond bijectively to 
MCM-modules A4 over R/(f) which have no free direct summands. 
Our generalization is the nonhomogeneous version of [2, Theorem 4.11. Let A4 
and M’ be R-modules, and let M = U, > U, > . . . and M’ = U;, 2 Ui > . . . be two 
chains of submodules. These chains will be called isomorphic if there exists an 
isomorphism 4 : M+ M’ inducing isomorphisms 41, : U,s U: for all i. 
Theorem 2.1. There is a bijection between the equivalence classes of matrix 
factorizations ff = (a,, . . . , ad) off of size s for which all the (Y, have their entries 
in m, and the isomorphism classes of chains of submodules F = U,, > U, 1 . . . 2 
U, = 0 of a free Rl( f)-module F of rank s, such that: 
(1) U,+,~mU~fori=O ,..., d-1,and 
(2) U,lU,+, is an MCM-module over R/(f), with finite projective dimension 
over R, and which is minimally generated by s elements for i = 0, . . . , d - 1. 
Proof. Given a matrix factorization (Y = (LY, . . . , ad) off of size s, we set G = R’, 
and let cp, E End(G) be the endomorphism defined by (Y, with respect to the 
canonical basis of G. Furthermore we set $,, = id,, (cr, = (pri 0. . .O cpdpi+ 1 for 
i=l,..., d, and let V, = $i(G) c G. Notice that $d = foid,. Now v. are free 
R-modules of rank s with G = r/;, > V, > . * .z V, = f. G and v+ I & my. Further- 
more, there are exact sequences 
Now the modules U, = V/V, = V/fG obviously satisfy (1) and (2). 
If we replace a by an equivalent matrix factorization (Y’ = (a;, . . . , a&), and ‘p, 
by cp:, then there are isomorphisms 6, : GG G for i = 1, . . , d, such that the 
diagram 
&%G>G ---+-GzG 
commutes. In particular, the isomorphism 6, : G-+ G induces isomorphisms 
S,(, : V, = t&(G)1 Vi = (CI:(G) for i = 1, . . . , d. Thus we obtain an isomorphism 
s, : F := G/V,7 F’ := G/V:, which yields isomorphisms &] UZ : U, = V/V, 
--t U: = V:lVL for i = 1,. . . , d. 
Conversely, assume that we have a filtration F = U, > U, > . . . > U, = 0 with 
the properties (1) and (2). Let V, be the preimages of U, under the natural 
projection G = R”+ F = (Rl( f))‘. Then G = V, > V, 2. . . > V, = fG with r/;+, C 
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mV,, and we first prove by induction on i, that the V, are free R-modules of rank 
s. 
The claim is trivial for i = 0. Now assume that the assertion holds for some 
i 2 0. Since Ui/ U,, , is an MCM-module over R/(f) of finite projective dimension 
over R, its projective dimension as an R-module must be one. But then the exact 
sequence 
with V, 1, R”, implies that r/l+ 1 is a free R-module of rank s. 
Since the V, are free R-modules of rank s, and V, C mVPl, there exist s X s 
matrices with entries in m such that (P~~~+,(V~_~) = Vi, where (~d_~+~ EEnd(G) 
is the endomorphism defined by CY~_,+~ with respect to the canonical basis of 
G= V,. Then (pdo. . .o q(G) = V, = fG, and hence by composing qd with a 
suitable isomorphism on G, we may assume that (pd 0. . .o cpl = f. id,. Further- 
more, since f is a nonzerodivisor, the last equality remains true after any cyclic 
permutation of the endomorphisms. Thus (Y = ((Y,, . . . , ad) is a matrix factoriza- 
tion off of size s. 
As in the first part of the proof one shows that an isomorphic filtration of F 
induces an equivalent matrix factorization. Clearly this correspondence estab- 
lishes the asserted bijection. 0 
In order to formulate some of the consequences of Theorem 2.1 we have to 
introduce some more notation: Let M be an R-module. We denote by e,(M) its 
multiplicity and by Fi(M) its ith Fitting ideal. 
Theorem 2.2. Let N be an MCM-module over R, and let d > 1 be an integer. Then 
for any proper ideal I C R for which f E Id, there exists an MCM-module M(I) 
over Rl( f) such that: 
(1) proj.dim,M(Z) = 1, 
(2) FP(M(,))p ,(M(Z)) = 1. 
(3) M(I) L- M(J) implies I = J, and 
(4) N @R M(I) is an MCM-module over R/(f) with 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 there exists a matrix factorization (Y = (a,, . . . , ad) off 
suchthatZ(a)=Z(a,)=Zfori=l,... , d. Let s be the size of (Y and consider the 
modules M, defined by the exact sequences 
O-+R’&R”-M;-0. 
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Since (ai, (~;+i . . . ffdffl . . . ai_,) is a matrix factorization of f (in the sense of 
Eisenbud), these modules are MCM-modules over R/(f) with I = Z(LY~) = 
F,_,(M,) for i = 1, . . . , d. Thus all these modules satisfy the conditions (1) and 
(2). Our module M(Z) will be one of them, namely the one for which 
e,,(fj(N@RMi) is minimal. Since (2) clearly implies (3), it suffices to prove that 
(4) is satisfied. 
In Theorem 2.1 we assigned to (Y a free R/( f)-module F of rank s, and a chain 
of submodules F = U,, 2 U, 2 . . . > U, = 0 whose quotients lJ,i U,, 1 are iso- 
morphic to M;. Since N is an MCM-module over R, the exact sequences 
O-R’- u’ R”w M,-0. 
imply that the sequences 
id@l’a, 
O+N@RR”- N@‘RR’+N@‘RM,+O 
are exact. In particular, the NOR Mi are MCM-modules over Rl( f), and 
Torr(N, Mi) = 0. Therefore, the sequences 
O~N~xU,+,~N~,U,jN~~M,~O 
are exact, and using the additivity of multiplicity we obtain 
d-e R,(fj(N@R M(Z)) 5 2 e,,&Q% Mi) = e,,(f)(N@R F) 
i=l 
Thus M(Z) also satisfies (4). 0 
Let M be an MCM-module over R. We have already remarked in the 




Then we have 0 < q(M) 5 1, and q(M) = 1 if and only if M is a linear MCM- 
module. Thus q is a numerical measure of how close a module is to be linear. 
Corollary 2.3. Let (S, n, k) be a hypersurface ring of multiplicity e 2 4, such that k 
is infinite and r : = p(n) = edim S 2 2. Then there exist infinitely many nonisomor- 
phic MCM-modules M over S with q(M) 2 4 if e is even and q(M) 2 $ - & if e is 
odd. 
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Proof. We write S = R/(f), where (R, m, k) is regular and f E m2. Since k is 
infinite and since p(m) = r 2 2 there exist infinitely many k-subvector spaces 
U c m/m2 of codimension 1. If U is such a vector space we pick x1, . . , x,_~ E m 
such that x1 + m2, . . . , xrml 
Ill’. 
+ m2 is a basis of U, and let I, : = (x,, . . , x,_,) + 
It is clear that I, depends only on U (and not on the chosen xi), and that 
I, # I,. for U # U’. 
We may complete x,, . . . , x,_, to a minimal system of generators x, , . . . , x, of 
m. Then I, = (x,, . . , x,_,, xf!), and we see that Z”, > m2d for all d > 1. 
We pick d maximal such that f E m2? Then d = [f ] (the integer part of 5 ). For 
this d and I, we construct the MCM-module M(Z,) as in Theorem 2.2, and we set 
M : = M(I,). This module satisfies 
q(M) = ~ > ’ = ii _ ~ if e is even 
s e 
if e is odd, ’ 
As there are infinitely many I,, there are (by Theorem 2.2(3)) infinitely many 
nonisomorphic M(1,) as well. 0 
Remark. Corollary 2.3 and its proof are inspired by [4, Sections 1.7 and 21. 
It is clear that one could improve Corollary 2.3 by carefully analysing the 
following question: Given f E m; for which d > 1 do there exist infinitely many 
ideals Z such that f E Id? Considering the arguments in the proof of Corollary 2.3 
we are led to conjecture: 
Let E E [w, E > 0; then there exists an integer e = e(e) 2 1 such that for any 
hypersurface ring S of multiplicity z-e there exist infinitely many nonisomorphic 
MCM-modules M with q(M) 2 1 - E. 
The next result implies that for any hypersurface ring there is at least one 
MCM-module M which is linear, that is, a module with q(M) = 1. 
Corollary 2.4. Assume R has a linear MCM-module. Let f E m be an element 
whose leading form f * in gr,,(R) is a nonzerodivisor. Then Rl( f) has a linear 
MCM-module. 
Proof. Let N be the linear MCM-module over R. Assume that f E md\md+l, then 
f* = f + Illd+l. As f * is a nonzerodivisor in gr,(R), it is a nonzerodivisor on 
gr,(N) as well, since gr,(N) is an MCM-module over gr,(R); see [3, Corollary 
1.61. Thus we get e,,(f) (NIfN) = e,(N). d. If d = 1, then e,,t,,(N/fN) = e,(N), 
and so NIfN is a linear MCM-module over R. If d > 1, we choose for d and the 
ideal m an MCM-module M = M(m) as in Theorem 2.2, and obtain 
e,,cfj(N @JR M) 5 p.(M) * e,(N) = P(M). P(N) = P(N@R M) . 
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As NBR M is an MCM-module over R/(f) by Theorem 2.2(4), this inequality 
says that N @.R M is linear. 0 
A quotient ring A = R/Z of a regular local ring (R, m, k) is called a strict 
complete intersection if the associated graded ring gr,,,,l(A) is a complete intersec- 
tion, Strict complete intersections are complete intersections. More precisely, if 
gr *,,,, (A) = gr,,,(R) /(fT, . . . , f:), where fy, . . . , f: is a gr,,,(R)-regular se- 
quence, then f, , . . . , f, is an R-regular sequence, and A = Rl( f,, . . . , f,,). 
From Corollary 2.4 one obtains immediately (by induction on the number of 
relations) the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Strict complete intersections have linear MCM-modules. 0 
We do not know if arbitrary complete intersections have linear MCM-modules. 
Appendix 
In this appendix we classify the one-dimensional complete local domains over 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero which have only finitely many 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear MCM-modules. Our investigation 
was inspired by a question first raised by Brennan. 
Proposition A.l. Let (R, 111, k) be a one-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring 
such that k is infinite, let (x) be a minimal reduction of m, let R’ = R[{ $ ) r E m}] 
be a first quadratic transform of R, and let M be an MCM-module over R. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) M is a linear MCM-module over R, 
(2) M is a module over R’. 
Proof. By the definition of minimal reduction, m” = Xmn-’ for all large n, and 
hence e,(M) = length(MlxM). Since p(M) = length(MlmM), it now follows that 
p(M) = e,(M) if and only if mM = xM. 
On the other hand, M is R-torsion free, and so we may identify M with its 
image in Quot(R) BR M. But then R’M = M if and only if mM c xM, which is 
equivalent to I~IM = xM. 0 
Corollary A-2. In addition to the assumptions of Proposition A.l, suppose that R 
is analytically irreducible (so that R’ is local). Then R has only finitely many 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear MCM-modules if and only if R’ is of 
finite CM-representation type. 
Proof. The claim follows from Proposition A.1 together with the facts that a 
direct summand of a linear MCM-module is again a linear MCM-module, and 
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that every R-isomorphism of linear MCM-modules over R is automatically an 
R’-isomorphism. 0 
Theorem A.3. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and let 
R = k[[x,, . . , x,]] be a one-dimensional domain of multiplicity e. Then R has 
only finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear MCM-modules if 
and only if R is one of the following algebras (by ‘. . .’ we always denote terms of 
higher degrees in the variable t): 
(i) k[]t’, t”ll, 
(ii) k[[t’, t’+’ + * . -, . .I], 
(iii) k[[t’, te+’ + . . -, . . .I], 
(iv) k[[t’, tr+j + . . ., ate+4 + . . . , bt’+’ + . . ., . . .]] (a and b in k) where a # 0 
or b # 0 or e = 4 or e = 5. 
Proof. We may choose a uniformizing parameter t of k[[t]] such that t’ E R c 
k[[t]]. Then x = tr is a minimal reduction of m and R’ = R[?, . . . , 21 = 
k[[x, $, . . . , ?]I is a first quadratic transform of R. By Corollary 3.2, we have to 
show that R’ is of finite CM-representation type if and only if R is of the form (i), 
(ii), (iii), or (iv). 
Now (i), (ii), (“‘) 111 are exactly the cases where e(R’) 5 2, in which case R’ is of 
finite CM type. On the other hand, if e 2 3, then (iv) is equivalent to R’ = 
k[[t3, ct4 + . . ., dt5 + . . ., . . .I], where c #O or d f0 (c and d in k), which in turn 
is equivalent to saying that e(R’) 5 3, and k[[t’, t” + . * .I] c R’ or k[[t3, t” + 
. . .I] c R’. Thus it suffices to show that if e(R’) 2 3, then R’ is of finite CM type if 
and only if k[[t’, t4 + . . *I] c R’ or k[[t”, t’ + . . .I] c R’. However, by [7], R’ is of 
finite CM type if and only if k[[ s3, s4]] c R’ or k[[s3, s”]] c R’ (note that e(R’) 2 3, 
and R’ is a complete one-dimensional domain over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic zero). Thus it suffices to show that k[[t”, t4 + . . .I] and k[[t3, t” + 
. . .I] are monomial curve singularities. This can be done using the known criteria 
for monomial curve singularities (e.g., using [12], one can prove that if S is a 
complete one-dimensional Gorenstein domain over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic zero, with value group H = (n,, n2, . . .), such that n, < n2 < . . -, 
and c is the conductor of H, then S 2: k[[H]] if n, + n, 2 c; cf. [lo, p. 281). 
Alternatively, one can also perform direct computations to show that the rings in 
question are monomial curve singularities. The value semigroup of k[[t’, t4 + . . .I] 
is {0,3,4,6,7. .}. Choosing a different parameter, we may assume that 
k[[?, t” + . . .I] = k[[s’ + . . ., s”]] = k[[s’ + (YS’, s”]] with (Y E k. Replacing s by 
s - ss3, we get 
k[[s’ + ps” + . . ., s4 + 7s’ + . . -I] = k[[s’, s”]] . 
Likewise the value semigroup of k[[t”, t5 + . . .I] is {0,3,5,6,8,9, . . .}. Therefore 
k[[t3, t5 + . . .I] = k[[ ’ t , t5 + at’]]. Replacing t by t - p t3 we get 
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k[[t” + pt5 + . . ., t” + yt8 + . . -I] = k[[t” + 6t7, t5]] . 
Now replace t by t - $ ts and obtain 
k[[t” + EP + * . f) t5 + #l&t9 + . . -I] = k[[t3, t5]]. 0 
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